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Summary
In May 2022, Bitwarden engaged with cybersecurity firm Cure53 to perform penetration testing and
develop a detailed and encompassing security assessment across Bitwarden IPs, servers, and web
applications. A total of 10 days were invested to reach total coverage needed for Bitwarden.

The overall impression from Cure53 is that Bitwarden, including the network infrastructure and web
applications that power the product, exhibits a strong security foundation with zero exploitable
vulnerabilities found. Four issues were discovered with Cure53 designating two being a low security
threat and the other two being designated as informational-only.

This report was prepared by the Bitwarden team to cover the scope and impact of the four issues
found by the Cure53 team and expected resolution steps. For completeness and transparency, a
copy of the report delivered by Cure53 has also been attached to this report.
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Issues

BWN-03-001 WP1: Direct access to Azure App Services

It was discovered the API web server exposes its host origin at Azure through a response cookie set
under certain requests. By knowing the origin domain of the webserver, protections such as Cloudflare
can be bypassed by a potential attacker.

Resolution
Status: Issue has been fixed post-assessment.

IP Restrictions and additional networking rules have been added to underlying app services to ensure
requests have been scrutinized before reaching the services.
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BWN-03-002 WP1: Direct access to Kubernetes services

Bitwarden operates an “icon service” hosted at icons.bitwarden.net. It was discovered through
subdomain scanning that an alternate service exposed the host IP address of the same Kubernetes
cluster being used by the icon service, which can lead to an attacker being able to subvert protections
provided by services such as Cloudflare.

Resolution
Status: Issue has been fixed post-assessment.

The underlying resources have been properly proxied and migrated off of the old IP address.
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BWN-03-003 WP2: 2FA brute-force protection based on rate limits

Brute-force attacks on two-factor authentication codes are prevented by Cloudflare rate limits. Attackers
can circumvent this if they have access to an extensive set of proxies via a bot net, for example, that
can then help them in identifying the correct 2FA code.

Resolution
Status: Issue has been fixed post-assessment

A captcha challenge was introduced when there is a certain number of failed login attempts, either from
master password attempts or from two-factor authentication attempts. In addition, all traffic to
authentication endpoints will be routed through Cloudflare, which will also enforce rate limits.
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BWN-03-004 WP2: Cross-Origin-related HTTP security headers missing

It was discovered that Bitwarden is not implementing some of the newer security headers such as
Cross-Origin Resource Policy (CORP), Cross-Origin Opener Policy (COOP), Cross-Origin Embedder
Policy (COEP).

Resolution
Status:  Not addressed but actively investigating.

We are investigating the impacts of adding CORP, COEP, COOP security headers and following new
developments closely.
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